
CHAPTER 41

The man withdrew and gathered his team giving some instructions. After all, these were
reasonable people, as long as the test objectives were met, it seemed that they would treat
her relatively well.

Finally, only three people (including the two guards) remained in the room.
"Very well, let's proceed then. I need you to isolate the… Well, we'll call it “Udder” for better
identification, shall we?”
Eva nodded with a scared face.
“Just move the leg and tail, and we'll do the rest. This shouldn't hurt, don't worry, really."
One of the operators placed a container on the ground, placing one of the nipples pointing
inside. Then he began to squeeze the meat around it, doing a nice massage of the area.
While the other two men took notes and watched expectantly.

Then he began massaging the teat itself, which was large enough to require both hands.
Eva, who hadn't paid much attention to that part of her body, felt a sensation as strange as it
was familiar. It was familiar because it reminded her of the pleasant feeling of pinching a
nipple, but strange in size, position, and what it really was. Little by little, the massage was
making the teat more relaxed. It was very nice. Eva closed her eyes feeling that she was
really enjoying it, almost bordering on the erotic. Until she finally noticed a very strange
feeling. It gave him the impression that she was pissing herself around! She looked quickly,
and found that every time the massage increased the pressure, a jet of white liquid fell into
the container.

"I was right sir, it is the correct way to extract."
"Excellent. Do the same with the others, we need samples of each one separately."
"Dammit! they are milking me!!” Eva thought to herself as she watched the scene in disbelief.
But, quite contrary to what she might have thought, she felt... relieved and very relaxed. As
the container filled up and was replaced by a new one, she felt how her udder gradually
generated a sensation of relaxation. It gave the impression that she had been noticing a
pressure on this strange organ, which was now being released, but which she had
normalized, considering it normal. But now, the pressure eased feeling much better. Eva had
to force herself not to moan with some pleasure as the two operators milked her on the four
teats.

Eva deduced then that her udders had always been full, and now that they were being
emptied she felt the release like when you really want to urinate and finally empty your
bladder. “Does this mean that I will have to milk myself periodically??” She thought to
herself.

The operators continued milking until the flow rate from all four teats began to decrease, a
sign that most of the milk had been extracted. Eva was even slightly disappointed, but then
they turned around and started on the other udder.

"It is true! I have two!" She thought, almost looking forward to it. These new organs had been
a pleasant surprise that she had never imagined.



After the process was repeated, and the other large udder emptied, they proceeded to the
large dangling breasts. Eva was surprised again, it was one thing to milk udders, and
another different to milk her breasts... The workers' decision was clear, and although she
made some gesture to avoid being reached, she had to give in, knowing she had no other
choice.

Up on a small platform, two workers took one of the breasts and, lifting it up, began to
massage it. Eva felt tremendously uncomfortable. She didn't feel comfortable with strangers
touching her in such parts… even having so many of them, it didn't make her feel exactly
right. But despite everything, her libido must be working against her, and it made her enjoy
the touches. Massaging her chest felt pleasurable as well. They squeezed and squeezed,
getting closer to the areola, and finally squeezed the big nipple, until Eva had the same
sensation as before, something wet dripping down her chest. Looking with one of Virgin's
heads, she saw that it was also spraying milk all over, dripping, while the workers collected
the liquid in test cans.

As the milk came out, which had a different color, slightly darker, Eva felt a certain pleasure,
just like she had before, a kind of relief that she didn't know she could feel. Breast to breast,
all eight were milked as well, leaving Eva clearly satisfied, though not sexually. All the people
who were watching were pretty suppressing her libido, although the pleasure was more than
evident, from a non-sexual point of view.

They spent four hours in total milking Eva, on her udders, on her big breasts… and even on
her “normal” breasts on her torsos. Although the amount of milk was considerably less, Eva
was shown to be fully lactating (except for Middi's breasts, for obvious reasons)

“Thank you very much for your cooperation, miss. These samples will give us very useful
information. Now, let's give it a well-deserved rest. While we collect the samples and record
them, the catering service will come. If you have any request, all you have to do is ask. In
two hours we will return with another extraction team to take samples of vaginal fluids"

And here Eva's blood froze. She still had the devices stored in one of her vaginas. Alex
hadn't discovered them, but if they were as meticulous as up to now, it was only a matter of
time before they found them... Eva was very scared, the whole plan could be at risk. But she
didn't give him time to react. The team was leaving and the boss had already retired. They
just passed the catering team who came in with another table full of delicious food.
But Eva suddenly lost her appetite… she had to think of something.

Two hours later, after eating again to almost the entire catering, a new team of people
entered. One of them introduced himself as the team leader.

"Hello. As you had already been told, we are going to proceed to take samples of the vaginal
fluids. I guarantee that we will do everything in the best possible way so that it does not
cause you any discomfort. We only require your collaboration."



“There.. is there no other way? I mean, is this test strictly necessary?” Said Eva visibly
flustered with several heads. Eva seemed that when she got nervous she was not able to
isolate the consciousness in one head.

"I'm afraid not, they are samples that can give us a lot of information about the mutation and
its scope, in addition..."
Eva didn't let him finish
“Yes, but... it's about... anyway, you know. I find it very violent. So many people around here,
and… I…" A possibility had occurred to Eva:
“When they performed the extraction of… semen… it could only be done with one person, so
I had a certain “privacy”, as you can understand, an examination like this with so many
people watching does not make me feel very comfortable. In addition, the person who
performed the extraction on me already has some ... let's say, experience, and I was quite
satisfied with his professionalism. Perhaps we can come to a mutual agreement?”

The man looked at her thoughtfully.
"I will not put up any resistance, even more, I will collaborate as much as I can to facilitate
the test, but only if the collection is carried out in privacy by the operator from the other
time..."

Eva was very excited, it would be a perfect plan!
“I would have to consult it, it is not my competence. I can only tell you that I will try."
"Thank you... thank you..." Eva said. Luck was cast...

The man withdrew while the rest of the team prepared the room for the collection and
classification of samples. Within a few minutes, two people appeared, one of whom turned to
the team and said something that Eva couldn't hear. So the whole team stopped what they
were doing and walked out. The person who entered, addressed Eva, winked at her, and
Eva was able to recognize Alex's gaze, despite her integral mask. She heaved a tremendous
sigh with all their heads

“Thank God…”
But Alex interrupted her "Very well, miss, we don't have time to lose, if I have to take all the
samples alone, we will go against the clock, so I will need your total collaboration"
Eva understood that they were still being monitored, and that she had to keep up
appearances.

“Yes…yes…of course, I will collaborate. Thank you very much” Eva said, smiling despite
everything.

Alex walked around Eva, thoroughly confirming and evaluating her vaginas and position,
then started the programs on a computer with the necessary data and prepared the
necessary sample bottles and labels.
"Okay, do you think we can start here?" Alex said, pointing to Penny. She floated towards
him, so that the glans, which was completely retracted, was a few inches from Alex's face.
He was a little shocked, seeing the approach speed.



"Here I am. How…how do you want to do it?” Penny said. Her arms began to remove the
skin that covered the glans, exposing the two "urethras" that were actually vaginas.
Putting nitrile gloves back on, Alex began to examine them, parting his lips and watching. As
he simulated close examination and appeared to be taking notes, he whispered to Penny
“How have they treated you…? Have they hurt you?"
"No! The truth is that everything has gone very well, I have even discovered that I am
lactating because of all my breasts!"
"Really?? wow, you are full of surprises”
"I think I'd better… get hard now, before it starts, right?"
"Yes, you're right, can you do it by yourself?"
"Better if you help me a little, right?" Penny's hands were barely enough to caress her
gigantic glans, while Penny herself nibbled at the meat of the breast that was right next to
her, pressing her cheek.

Alex then picked up lubricating gel again and started to rub it on the glans, giving it a gentle
massage. Within minutes, over five feet of glans was hanging in a semi-erect state out of her
hood, making poor Penny barely able to see. But nothing happened, Eva had multiple points
of view.

With her penis already fully erect, Alex indicated where she would place such a member, on
top of a table, to be able to examine her vagina comfortably. Penny complied, and Alex went
back to examining the twin vaginas. They were perfect female vaginas. Very pink, but
complete. He introduced two fingers feeling inside her, separated her lips, looked closely at
the clitoris... everything was normal, they were 100% real vaginas. Eva's moans proved it as
well.

Alex then began stroking and playing with one of the clits, which made the large penis
vibrate with pleasure. Then he noticed how the vagina was getting more and more wet. Her
entire hand was already full of vaginal fluids, her lubrication was incredible, very
exaggerated for a normal vagina. As he continued to arouse Eva, he began taking samples
in small jars, and almost without realizing it, Eva screamed through several mouths at once.
Alex was surprised, but seeing Eva's reaction, he understood.

"So... Sorry... I got carried away"
“No... nothing's wrong... it was just an unimportant orgasm. But... you can repeat it whenever
you want... no problem for me" Eva said, very excited.
Alex just smiled and took note of the sample collection.


